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behaviorand yield largereflectedamplitudeswhichcontaminate the seismicresponse.
LYsmer and Kuhlenmeyer (1969) introduced a method
whichis basedon visco-elasticboundaryconditions;thereby
compressionalwaves will be attenuated whereas shear
wavesare not affectedcomparably.Smith (1974)presenteda
methodwhich subjectsthe displacementfield at the boundaries to Dirichlet and Neumann conditions,respectively.In
this way a superpositionof the correspondingnumerical
solutionstotally cancelsthe reflectedwave field. Since this
methodrequires2” (n = number of boundaries)repetitions
of the computationlarge CPU-times result. In 1977, Engquist and Majda and Clayton and Engquist published a
family of absdrbing boundary conditions which represent
first and secondorder one-way approximationsof the equations of motion for acousticand elasticwaves. Similar ideas
were followed by Reynolds (1978) who introducedone-way
approximationsby factorizationof the equationsof motion
in terms of the incident and reflectedpart of the wave field.
We testedboth methodsfor elastic waves and found that
they work excellentfor anglesof incidence4 < 50”whereas
for larger anglesresidual reflectionsbecome significant.To
reduce the amplitudes of these residual reflections, we
suggestproceedingin the following way: (1) Implementation
of Clayton and Engquist’s secondorder absorbingboundary
conditionsinto the FD-algorithm. (2) Introductionof a viscoelastic borderingstrip which additionally reducesboundary
reflectionby dissipation.
To introducedissipationinto the FD algorithm, we make
useQf a complexangularfrequency Li = o - in which leads
to an attenuationof the displacementfield by a factor e-“.
Sincethisis equivalentto complexseismicvelocitiesCX,
p for
P- and S-waves, respectively,an additional interface has to
be consideredgeneratingreflectedP- and SV-waves. For r/w
= .05 the reflectionand transmissioncoefficientsfor incident
plane harmonicP- and SV-waves,respectively,are shownin
Figures 1 and 2.
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spatial increments.Figure 3a showsthe horizontal (H) and
vertical(V) componentof the directP-wave. In Figure 3b the
componentsof the reflected wave field (PP, PSV) can be
seen. In this case after applying the Clayton and Engquist
algorithmresidualreflectionscan be observedwhich are not
further dampedby the visco-elasticstrip. Figure 3c finally
shows the result of additional damping which effectively
reducesthe residualboundary reflections.
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One of the naggingproblemswhich appearsin the application of discretesolutionmethodsto wave propagationproblems is the presenceof reflectionsor wraparoundfrom the
boundariesof the numericalmesh.In this paperwe describe
a schemefor the elimination of theseunwantedeventswhich
can be applied to a wide class of wave equations and
numerical methods. The scheme is first presented as an
empirical approachbasedon a gradualelimination of wave
amplitudesalong the bondariesof the numericalgrid. However, in order to apply the method to implicit and semiimplicit schemeswhich do not use explicit time stepping,the
absorbingboundary condition is rederived and cast in the
form of a modifiedwave equation. This derivationgivesthe
additionalbenefit of the ability to evaluatethe effectiveness
of the absorbingboundarya priori, and adjustits parameters
without having to make costly computerruns.
The absorbingboundary condition is demonstratedwith
examplesfrom acousticand elastic wave propagationwith
the Fourier solutionmethod.

Incident P-wave(Figure 1). The coefficientsI@I, @$I, and
&$I do not becomesignificantfor practicalcalculations,i.e.,
the incident P-wave passesthe interface without a relevant
loss of energy and propagatesmainly as a P-wave in the
visco-elasticmedium.
Incident SV-wave(Figure 2). In this case the reflectedPwave can be expectedto contaminatethe seismicresponse
for angles4 > 40”. If, however,SV-wavesare assumedto be
generatedonly from first order discontinuities,the influence
of the reflectedP-wave on the seismicresponseshouldnot
becometoo large. The coefficients1% and If&l are seento
be lessthan 1 p.c. of the incident amplitudeand do not affect
the numericalcalculations.Finally, in the visco-elasticzone
the convertedP-wave becomesdominant.
In the following numericalcalculationwe testedthe method. We model the propagationof a compressionalP-wave in
a structurewith a horizontalfirst order discontinuity(Figure
3, horizontalheavy line) separatingtwo homogeneouselastic
media. In the upper medium we chose a = 2.0 kmis and in
the lower half-spacea = 4.0 km/s. In both media we put the
density p = 1 and the shearwave velocity p = (yifi At the
boundaries of the model we used second order paraxial
approximationsof Clayton and Engquist and inserted a
visco-elasticstrip at the left and right side of the model
(Figure 3, vertical heavy lines). The strip has a width of 18
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to reduce side reflectionsto a few percent. The amplitude
reductionin eachstrip is graduallytaperedfrom a zero value
in the interior boundary of the strip.
Modifiedacousticwave equation
For derivation of the modifiedacousticwave equation, it
is convenient to consider the wave equation as a set of
coupledfirst-orderequationsgiven by:

(4

where V is equal to the pressure time derivative. The
amplitudereductionstepof the previoussectioncan then be
consideredas a first-order time stepping schemefor the
equation:

where IYis the reductionfactor which attainsits largestvalue
at the grid boundaries.The numerical schemecan now be
viewed as a splitting methodof a single systemof equation
given by:

FIG. 2.

The empirical approach
For illustration we demonstratethe nonreflectingboundary conditionfor the Fourier methodsolutionof the acoustic
wave equation (Kosloff and Baysal, 1982).
Let p”(i j) denote the pressureat time t = nDt and at
spatiallocationX = iflx, y = joy, i = I . . . , Nx, j = 1 . . . ,
NY, with dt denoting the time step size and Dx and Dy
denotingthe mesh size in the x and y directions. A typical
time step of the solution method runs as follows, (Kosloff
and Baysal, 1982).(a) Calculate
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by the Fourier approximation.(b) Integrate in time according to
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This system can be integrated numerically as in- the
example of the next section. Most integration schemesfor
the acousticwave equation, however,are basedon a single
second-orderwave equation. An equation of this type is
achievedafter the elimination of V from the previousequation. This gives,
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This equation,like the exact acousticwave equation,can be
integrated in time after a choice of a stable integration
scheme. In addition, this equationcan be solvedanalytically
for one spacedimension by the propagatormatrix method
and the effectivenessof the absorbingregionsfor different
valuesof the parameter(Ycan be assessed.

j),

Example:Acousticwave propagation
with C(ij) denotingthe acousticvelocity. The calculationsin
(a) and (b) are repeatedfor the desirednumberof time steps.
For the nonreflectingboundary condition the values of
?I+’and p/1+1/2 are slightly reducedafter each time stepin a
P
strip of nodes surrounding the numerical mesh. For the
Fourier methodwe found a strip width of 20 nodessufficient

FIG. 3.

We consideracousticwave propagationin a region containing a low velocity region (Figure 1). A point sourcewas
excited in the high velocity region slightly below the layer.
The amplitudesof successivetimes were calculatedwith the
Fourier method (Kosloff and Baysal, 1982) with a time
integrationschemebasedon the semi implicit methodof Tal
Ezer (1984).
Figure 2a-c presentswave amplitudesat progressivetimes
with inclusionof absorbingboundaries.As the figuresshow,
wraparound or boundary reflections have been virtually
eliminated.For comparisonFigure 3 showsa corresponding
snapshotwhich was obtained without the absorbingboundary condition.
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